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The aim of the present research is to formulate and evaluate polymeric nanosuspensions containing three model water
insoluble drugs, nifedipine (NIF), carbamazepine (CBZ), and ibuprofen (IBU) with various physicochemical properties. The
nanosuspensions were prepared from hydroxypropyl methylcellulose (HPMC) and polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) by a cosolvent
technique with polyethylene glycol (PEG-300) and water as the cosolvents. Physicochemical and morphological characteristics of
the nanosuspensions (particle size, polydispersity index, and crystallinity) have been correlated with the drug release behaviour.
The effects of polymer, drug ratio on the physical, morphological, and dissolution characteristics of the drugs are reported. Drug
release is significantly enhanced from the nanosuspensions; for example, the maximum NIF, IBU, and CBZ concentrations after 8-
hour dissolution are increased approximately 37, 2, and 1.2 times, respectively, in comparison with the pure powdered drugs. Based
on this solubilization enhancement performance, the nanosuspensions have potential for increasing the orally dosed bioavailability
of NIF, IBU, and CBZ.

1. Introduction

More than 40% of new chemical entities (NCE) are water
insoluble compounds which currently make up 1/3 of the
United States Pharmacopeia recognised drugs [1, 2]. Water
insoluble compounds (BCS Class II) have poor aqueous
solubility and imperfect dissolution, which causes their
low bioavailability [3]. Generation of drug nanosuspensions
presents one solution to delivery of water insoluble drugs.
Nanosuspensions have been defined as drug carriers with
particle size range within 10–1000 nm [4]. Therefore, for-
mulating new dosage forms to achieve adequate bioavail-
ability has become a serious and challenging scientific,
industrial, and medical issue. Water insoluble drugs are
typically formulatedwith the help of various excipients whose
aim is to improve drug dissolution rate and storage stabil-
ity. Interaction of reactive functional groups of excipients
with the drug molecules increases active surface area and
consequently dissolution rate [5]. The use of excipients in
formulations of insoluble drugs has proven ability to increase

drug dissolution rate, but limitations such as toxicity of some
surfactant compounds and limited drug loading have been
identified [6]. According to the Noyes-Whitney equation,
smaller particle size with higher surface area in contact with
biological media leads to an enhanced drug dissolution rate
[7, 8]. Hence, scaling down convention drug powders to
nanoparticles enhances drug solubility and bioavailability.
Nanosuspensions can be prepared by different methods such
as high pressure homogenization and media milling. How-
ever these techniques have drawbacks such as contamination
of final products, broad particle size distributions, and the
need for high energy input [9, 10]. The co-solvent technique
has been extensively used to prepare in situ nanosuspensions
[11–17] and has numerous advantages over evaporation or
heating-cooling techniques, such as being fast and easy to
perform and suitable for thermolabile compounds.

The aim of this work is to explore solid-state and dissolu-
tion characteristics of polymeric nanosuspensions prepared
by a co-solvent technique. Water insoluble drugs nifedipine
(NIF), carbamazepine (CBZ), and ibuprofen (IBU) with
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different physiochemical properties (Table 1) were selected
and used in realistic extended release doses. Commonly
used pharmaceutical polymers hydroxypropyl methylcellu-
lose (HPMC) and polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) were used as
stabilisers/crystal growth inhibitors [18–21]. In addition to
crystal inhibition, the HPMC polymer acts as a hydrophilic
matrix agent which forms a strong viscous gel in contact
with aqueous media, facilitating extended drug release [22].
The influence of polymer : drug ratio on nanoparticle for-
mation, drug stabilization, and dissolution characteristics
were explored. Drug crystallinity and polymorphic forms
in nanosuspension polymeric matrices consisting of dif-
ferent polymers ratio were investigated using differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC). The molecular structure and
specifications of model drugs (nifedipine, carbamazepine,
and ibuprofen) and excipients (mannitol, PEG-300, HPMC,
and PVP) which were used in this study are presented in
Table 1.

2. Materials and Method

2.1. Materials. High-purity (Milli-Q) water was used
throughout the study (ph = 6.5 ± 0.5). PEG-300
(Sigma Aldrich, Australia) was used as the co-solvent.
Hydroxypropyl methylcellulose (HPMC) containing
28–30% methoxyl and 7–12% hydroxypropyl content,
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), and mannitol: ≥98% (Sigma-
Aldrich) were used as received. Model drugs (NIF: ≥98%
TLC, CBZ: ≥98% TLC, IBU: ≥98%GC) and phosphate buffer
(pH = 7.4) were also purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.

2.2. Preparation of Nanosuspensions. Nanosuspensions of
model drugs were prepared by the co-solvent technique [30].
This technique includes mixing of two different phases. The
first phase (organic phase) is PEG-300 with dissolved model
drugs (NIF: 30mg, CBZ: 400mg, IBU: 400mg dissolved in
5 gr of PEG-300). The second phase (aqueous phase) where
the model drugs are almost insoluble contains dissolved
polymers (HPMC & PVP) (Table 2). The two phases were
sonicated for 2 hours. Upon subsequent addition of mannitol
(10%w/v), the system was additionally sonicated for 2 hours.

2.3. Freeze Drying/Lyophilization and Redispersibility of
Nanosuspensions. Nanosuspension formulations were
lyophilized using mannitol as cryoprotectant. The freeze
drying (Alpha 1-2 LDplus) was performed at a temperature
of −70∘C and vacuum 0.09mbar for 72 hours. The
redispersibility of lyophilized samples was investigated
by manual shaking of 5mg in glass vial with 20mL PBS
(pH = 7.4). Formation of aggregates or precipitates was
monitored visually.

2.4. Particle Size Analysis. Size and polydispersity index (the
width of particle size distribution) of nanosuspensions were
measured with dynamic light scattering (Zetasizer Nano ZS,
Malvern Instruments, Ltd.). Refractive index values of PBS:
pH = 7.4 (1.33) as the continuous phase and HPMC/PVP
polymers with refractive index value of 1.45 were used in the

size measurements. Nanosuspensions were diluted 1 : 100 in
PBS (pH = 7.4) and measured in the specified cuvettes at
23 ± 0.5∘C in triplicate.

2.5. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC). Differential
scanning calorimetric (DSC) analysis was carried out using
TA Instruments model 2920. Samples (5–10mg) were heated
under nitrogen atmosphere on an aluminium pan at a rate
of 10∘C/min over the temperature range of 25 and 300∘C. An
empty pan of the same type was utilized as the reference. DSC
thermograms were obtained by using TA universal analysis
software. Calibrations of temperature and heat flow were
performed with indium.

2.6. In Vitro Release Study. In vitro release of model drugs
from nanosuspensions was studied for 8 hours using Vankel
USP apparatus type 2 (paddle method) at the rotation speed
of 50 rpm and 900mL of phosphate buffer (pH = 7.4) as
a dissolution medium. The dissolution test was thermo-
regulated at 37 ± 0.5∘C. Sample aliquots of 4mL were
withdrawn from the receptor chamber at determined time
intervals (0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 hours) and replaced with
fresh buffer medium.The aliquots were then filtered through
a Millipore membrane filter (0.45 𝜇m). The concentrations
of NIF, IBU, and CBZ in the samples were analysed spec-
trophotometrically at a wavelength of 234, 263, and 283 nm,
respectively.

2.7. Kinetics of Drug Release. In order to investigate the drug
release mechanism, in vitro release data were fitted by the
following equations [31].

(a) Consider zero-order release:

𝑄 = 𝑄
0
+ 𝐾
0
𝑡, (1)

where𝑄 is the amount of drug dissolved at particular
time, 𝑡, 𝑄

0
is the initial amount of drug in solution at

𝑡 = 0, and𝐾
0
is the zero-order release constant.

(b) Consider first-Order release:

ln𝑄 = ln𝑄
0
+ 𝐾
1
𝑡, (2)

where𝐾
1
is the first order release constant.

(c) Consider Hixson-Crowell cube root release:

𝑄
1/3

= 𝑄
1/3

0

− 𝐾
𝑐
𝑡, (3)

where𝐾
𝑐
is the cube root law release constant.
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Table 1: Characteristics of model water insoluble drugs (NIF, CBZ, and IBU) and excipients (HPMC, PVP, PEG-300, and mannitol) used in
this study.

Name and characteristics Structure
Nifedipine
Dimethyl 2,6-dimethyl-4-(2-nitrophenyl)-1,4-
dihydropyridine-3,5-dicarboxylate
Appearance: a yellow crystalline powder
Molecular weight: 346.3
Solubility: practically insoluble in water, sparingly in
dehydrated alcohol, freely in acetone
Indication: calcium channel blocker [23]
Log P: 2.2 [24]
Solubility in PBS (pH 7): 0.0056 g/L [25]

H3C

H3C

O

O O

O

H
N CH3

CH3

NO2

Carbamazepine
5H-dibenzo[b,f]azepine-5-carboxamide
Appearance: a white crystalline powder
Molecular weight: 236.3
Solubility: practically insoluble in water, soluble in
alcohol and acetone
Indication: anticonvulsant and mood-stabilizing [23]
Log P: 2.67 [26] O

N

NH2

PVP
Molecular weight: 29000
Specifications: improving the wettability, dissolution
rate, and crystal inhibitor [20, 21, 27]

ON

H
H

n

Ibuprofen
(RS)-2-(4-(2-methylpropyl)phenyl)propanoic acid
Appearance: a white to off-white crystalline powder
Molecular weight: 206.3
Solubility: practically insoluble in water, very soluble in
alcohol and acetone, Chloroform, methyl alcohol,
slightly soluble in ethyl acetate.
Indication: anti-inflammatory [23]
Log P: 3.6 [28]
Solubility in PBS (pH 7.4): 25.16mcg/mL [29]

H3C
O

CH3

CH3

OH

PEG-300
Monomer: ethylene oxide
Molecular weight: 285–315
Application: cosolvent

OH
O

H
n

Mannitol
(2R,3R,4R,5R)-hexan-1,2,3,4,5,6-hexol
Application: converting the drug nanosuspensions to a
stable solid form and easy redispersibility

OH OH
OH

HO

HO HO

HPMC
Molecular weight: 86000
Specifications: improving the wettability, dissolution
rate, and crystal inhibitor [18, 19, 27]

RO
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Table 2: Amount of polymers used in nanosuspension formula-
tions.

Drug Sample label
Organic phase

PEG-300
(wt%)

Aqueous phase
HPMC/PVP

(ratio 1 : 1) (wt%)

NIF

A
1

43.36 4.32
A2 31.16 31.2
A3 23.77 47.54
A4 16.11 64.44

CBZ

A1 42.01 4.2
A2 30.48 30.5
A3 23.36 46.72
A4 15.92 63.68

IBP

A1 42.01 4.2
A
2

30.48 30.5
A3 23.36 46.72
A
4

15.92 63.68

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Lyophilization and Redispersibility of Nanoparticles. To
remove water from the nanoparticle system, freeze drying,
also known as lyophilization, was employed. The basic
principle of freeze drying is to remove water from a frozen
sample by sublimation and desorption under vacuum [32,
33]. However, the process generates various stresses which
destabilise nanoparticles. In order to protect the particles
from freezing and desiccation stresses, cryoprotectants or
lyoprotectants are incorporated into the formulation before
freeze drying. Freeze drying is generally carried out below the
𝑇
𝑐
temperature. 𝑇

𝑐
can be defined as collapse temperature in

which the particles cannot maintain their microscopic struc-
ture. Hence, nanoparticles have the chance to immobilize
within the glassy matrix of the cryoprotectants [34].

Lyophilization helps in converting a nanosuspension
formulation, that is, liquid dispersion into a solid formwhich
can be reconstituted prior to use. Nanosuspension formula-
tions were lyophilized using mannitol as cryoprotectant at
a constant concentration level (10%w/v). Mannitol acts as a
carrier which prevents nanoparticle aggregation during the
freeze drying process. Figure 1 shows the nanosuspension
samples with and without mannitol. Freeze dried nanosus-
pensions without mannitol appeared as off-white fluffy and
sheet-like materials and large aggregates were also observed.
Nanosuspensions with mannitol formed a powder easily
redispersible in PBS after manual shaking.

3.2. Particle Size and Size Distribution. The effect of the poly-
mer : drug ratio on the size of the nanoparticles was studied
using four different batches A

1
, A
2
, A
3
, and A

4
. The mean

particle size for all different drug formulations (NIF, CBZ,
and IBU) varied in the range from 426.4 nm to 995.4 nm.The
mean PDI values for all formulations varied in the range of
0.4 to 0.687. It is inferred from the results that the polymer
and drug type have significant effect on the particle size. This

could be explained by the interaction of PVP with HPMC
in aqueous media. The interaction between the methoxy and
hydroxypropoxy groups of HPMC with carbonyl group of
PVP creates a hydrogen bonding layer which covers the drug
particles [35]. Hence hydrogen bonding prevents or retards
crystal growth which results in smaller particle size. The
other possible reason could be due to a specific drug-polymer
interaction which forms compacted structure at higher
polymer concentrations. Figure 2(a) shows that the particle
size decreases with increasing the amount of polymers. The
particle size of CBZ and IBU in nanosuspension formulations
did not show any significant indication regarding the polymer
ratio (Figures 2(b) and 2(c)) due to no significant drug-
polymer interaction to form a compacted structure.

3.3. In Vitro Drug Dissolution Studies. Several formulations
(as shown in Table 2) were prepared to evaluate the effect
of the polymer : drug ratio on the drug dissolution profiles.
The percentage release of pure drugs and drugs in polymer
matrix as a function of time is presented in Figure 3 for the
NIF (a), IBU (b), and CBZ (c). It can be seen that solubility
of model drugs from the polymer matrix in PBS (PH = 7.4)
at 37∘C ± 0.5∘C is higher than that of pure drugs. The data
shows that the dissolution of NIF and IBU in the highest
concentration of polymer matrix increased approximately 37
and 2 times, respectively, in comparison with the pure drug.
Figure 3(c) shows that in the case of CBZ there was only a
moderate increase in dissolution (1.2 times) at the highest
concentration of polymers used. The general trend is that
the extent of dissolution increases with increasing polymers
content (Figure 3). Figure 4 illustrates that incorporation of
polymers in the formulations has direct influence on the drug
release profile compared to pure drug. Possible reasons for
increased dissolution of drug nanosuspensions are (a) smaller
drug particles in nanosuspension formulation compared to
pure drugs, (b) interaction of HPMC and PVP as crystal
growth inhibitor of drugs particles, (c) adsorption of drugs
on the carriers which leads to increased surface area [36]
and (d) methoxy and hydroxypropoxy groups of HPMCwith
carbonyl group of PVP form a hydrogen bonding with the
molecules of drugs, that is, molecular complex formation,
which results in improvement of dissolution of model drugs.
In addition, the other advantage of using HPMC in the
formulation is formation a gel around the particles which
forms a barrier against diffusion of the dissolved drugs into
dissolution medium and hence controls the release [22].

3.4. Kinetics of Drug Release. The in vitro dissolution data
were fitted by various kinetic models; the release constants
and regression coefficients (R2) are shown in Table 3. Among
the models tested, for the first 2 hours, the drug release
profiles for NIF batch A

4
were best fitted by zero-order

kinetics based on the regression coefficient (R2) of 0.9858.
Release of the constant amount of drug in specific time points
characterises zero order kinetics. The zero-order process
indicates that the drug release mechanism is not dependent
on the drug concentration [37, 38]. The Hixson-Crowell
model which plots the cube root of cumulative percentage of
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: Physical state of drugs nanosuspensions without mannitol (a) and with mannitol (b).
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Figure 2: Comparison between size and polymer ratio: NIF (a), CBZ (b), and IBU (C) (𝑛 = 3).

drug release versus the time showed an excellent fit for the
batch A

4
of IBU (R2: 0.9984). The Hixson-Crowell kinetics

describes drug release from systems where there is a change
in surface area and diameter of particles [39, 40]. For different
CBZ nanosuspensions, no strong indication of fitting was
observed. R2 value for batches A

2
, A
3
, and A

4
of CBZ was

between 0.6836 and 0.8082.

3.5. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) Studies.
Figure 5 shows the DSC curves for pure drugs (NIF, CBZ,
and IBU) and drug nanosuspensions with different polymer
content. Pure nifedipine, carbamazepine, and ibuprofen
exhibit a sharp melting endotherm peaks at 174.76∘C,
192.65∘C, and 74.77∘C, respectively, and corresponding to
their melting points and crystalline nature [23]. Figure 5
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Figure 3: In vitro release of NIF (a), IBU (b), and CBZ (c) nanosuspensions in phosphate buffer PH = 7.4 at 37∘C ± 0.5∘C (𝑛 = 3).

shows that formulations with higher concentration of
polymers display lower enthalpy and melting temperature.
The reason for such behaviour is polymers-drug interaction
which prevents drug particles from rearranging within the
polymer network. Figure 5 shows that the drug-free sample
(carrier) prepared by the same method (co-solvent method)
exhibited two broad melting endotherm peaks at 87.74∘C
and 159.74∘C. The endotherm peaks indicate the partial
crystallinity of the carrier. The endotherms peaks of NIF,

CBZ, and IBU nanosuspension formulations are presented
in the Table 4. No endotherm peaks corresponding to the
melting points of pure crystalline nifedipine, carbamazepine,
or ibuprofen were observed. Similar behaviour has been
reported for the triamterene in Gelucire 44/14 and PEG
[41], cinnarizine in Gelucire 53/10 [42], and paracetamol
in PEG 4000 [43]. Hence, the DSC results suggest that
drugs progressively dissolved in the polymer matrix upon
heating during the DSC measurements. Craig [44] has
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Figure 4: Comparison of the dissolution for NIF (a), IBU (b), and CBZ (c) in form of pure drug and nanosuspensions (𝑛 = 3).

Table 3: Kinetic release rate constants and correlation coefficients of various kinetic models (first 2 hours).

Drug Sample label Zero order First order Hixson-Crowell
𝐾
0

𝑅2 𝐾
1

𝑅2 𝐾
2

𝑅2

NIF

A
1

0.0038 0.9500 0.0471 0.9453 0.0068 0.9469
A
2

0.0235 0.9260 0.2001 0.9015 0.0325 0.9099
A
3

0.0195 0.7963 0.0881 0.7847 0.0177 0.7885
A
4

0.0392 0.9858 0.1754 0.9751 0.0353 0.9790

CBZ

A1 0.0045 0.0262 0.0010 0.0263 0.0005 0.0262
A2 0.0214 0.8082 0.0045 0.8076 0.0025 0.8078
A3 0.0064 0.7631 0.0014 0.7630 0.0008 0.7630
A4 0.0171 0.6843 0.0038 0.6836 0.0020 0.6838

IBU

A1 0.5817 0.9195 0.0230 0.9167 0.0220 0.9176
A2 3.7847 0.9115 0.0230 0.9167 0.1531 0.8975
A3 5.9004 0.9240 0.1435 0.9065 0.1614 0.9125
A4 2.0760 0.9978 0.0387 0.9982 0.0475 0.9984

previously suggested that the drug may be dissolved in
the molten polymer, such as PEG, over a wide range of
temperatures. The characteristic DSC peak of the carrier
matrix without endothermic peaks due to drug melting
indicates that the drugs were dissolved in the molten carrier
during the measurements. The DSC and dissolution data
indicate that in the presence of polymers, the drugs were

subsequently transformed into their amorphous ormolecular
forms.

4. Conclusion

The potential of NIF, CBZ, and IBU nanosuspensions for
increasing the dissolution rate and extent was demonstrated.
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Figure 5: DSC thermoghrams of NIF, CBZ, and IBU: pure drug (F), nanosuspension formulations: batch A
1

(E), batch A
2

(D), batch A
3

(C),
batch A

4

(B), and carrier (A) (the spectra are offset in vertical direction for clarification).

Table 4: Heat flow and endothermic peaks of drug formulations
obtained from DSC measurements.

Drug Sample label Heat flow (W/g) Endotherm peaks (∘C)

NIF

A
1

−2.435 155.69
A2 −1.049 and −1.216 88.93 and 160.46
A3 −0.8706 and −1.053 83.45 and 152.11
A4 −0.804 and −0.7874 82.97 and 142.82

CBZ

A
1

−2.473 155.69
A2 −0.867 and −1.765 89.41 and 156.17
A3 −1.298 and −1.125 93.70 and 150.68
A4 −1.152 and −0.8744 97.56 and 143.05

IBP

A
1

−1.69 157.60
A2 −1.082 and −1.404 96.80 and 157.36
A3 −1.318 and −1.024 93.22 and 152.35
A4 −1.115 and −0.8825 98.47 and 145.20

Nanosuspensions were prepared by the cosolvent technique
which is a simple method without the need for any com-
plicated instruments. Due to formation of nanosuspensions,

the dissolution rates of drugs were increased in comparison
with the pure drugs. The results also showed that extent of
dissolution of the drugs from polymer matrix was affected by
changing the drug: polymer (HPMC & PVP) ratio and the
highest dissolution of NIF (0.26%), CBZ (4.56%), and IBU
(55.24%)were observed at the highest concentrations of poly-
mers (batch A

4
). The results of DSC studies demonstrated

that amorphous fractions of model drugs NIF, CBZ, and IBU
increase upon increasing polymer level in the nanosuspen-
sion formulations. The results confirmed that the co-solvent
technique can be used to prepare drug nanosuspensions
using HPMC and PVP as carriers as a means of increasing
the dissolution rates.
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